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LITCHFIELD WATER POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY 

SPECIAL MEETING 

29 Stoddard Road, Bantam, CT 

January 10, 2018 ~ 7:30 p.m. 

 
CALL TO ORDER: Chairman David R. Wilson called the meeting to order at 7:34 p.m. 

 

ROLL CALL 

Present: James Koser, Christian Bratina, David Geiger, David R. Wilson, Ted Donoghue, Plant 

Superintendent, Raz Alexe, Public Works Director, and Ann Combs, Recording Secretary  

 

Absent: William Buckley 

 

SEATING ALTERNATES: David Geiger was seated as a regular member. 

      

MINUTES  
a) 12/13/18 Regular Meeting: Amended minutes were presented and one more correction made by deleting 

the third from last sentence in 5d. Motion: D. Geiger moved to adopt the minutes of 12/13/18 as revised 

and now published. C. Bratina seconded, all voted aye and the motion carried.  

 

BUSINESS 

1. Public Requests: None 

 

2. DPC Engineering Update:  Ted said there was something impeding the flow into the flow meter on 

Constitution Way, and they will have to take a look at it. Ted has asked for hour by hour flow data from 

DPC after the rain event, on 12/21/18, producing 3.5”. The graph pages do not help as much as an excel 

spreadsheet would. Although it showed excessive flow coming from numerous areas, it did not show how 

much water was coming into each flow meter hour by hour. Ted noted the spike one house up from the 

Town Hall that was clearly an inflow problem, and D. Wilson said repairs had been done near that manhole 

under Contract 17. Narrowing down to find the source of the inflow would be helpful. 

 

3. LED Lighting Project Completed: Sensors have also been installed to control the lights.   

 

4. Letter to the Board of Selectmen: C. Bratina asked if we should submit WPCA’s annual statement at 

the fiscal or calendar year end, recommending calendar year end. D. Wilson suggested sending annual 

highlights and presenting the fact sheet at a Selectmen’s meeting in order to be proactive. R. Alexe said it 

is important to extract important points from the minutes to bring to the Selectman’s attention. C. Bratina 

said it is important to explain the replacement capital costs of the plant and collection system. He said he 

would work with Ted to draft up a comprehensive annual overview report of the treatment plant, collection 

system and the budgets associated. D. Wilson said they do not yet have the auditor’s report. 

 

5. Posting Position to Replace Bob Capell:  Ted said Mr. Capell will be leaving in July. There will be a 

CDL requirement for this entry position, Assistant Plant Operator. They will post the position internally for 

a week internally and then post externally. D. Wilson asked that they post in February so the new employee 

could get started in the spring with at least a one month overlap for training. 

 

6. Torrington WPCA Inter-Municipal Agreement: Ted said he has been talking with D. Wilson about 

this, and Dave has talked to Ray Drew in Torrington. Mr. Wilson said it would be $51 million after the 

grant with three rounds of bonding. We need to decide on how much capacity to reserve. Litchfield currently 
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has 150,000 GPD reserved capacity at the Torrington WWTP. At 2.1% loan on $1 million, we would be 

$90,000/year at current reserve capacity. For development we are looking at 51 units at Hunters Chase and 

20 units on the Housing Trust property on Torrington Road. There was talk about potential development 

off Hart Drive. Any development at the south end of Route 118 would require the developer to buy in. C. 

Bratina asked what the typical home flow rate is, we use to estimate 200 gal/day per home or 50 gal/day 

per capita, which included inflow. Based on this, several board members estimated the potential flow to 

between 50,000 and 75,000 gal/day for reserve. Ray Drew is working with the HR person from Woodridge 

Lake, and it seems they will be paying a percentage of the recently paid off upgrade. D. Wilson asked him 

for a refund on our part, and Ray said it would be 3 or 4 weeks before he had the information to show us. 

C. Bratina said that because the I&I bounces up the flows, it is hard to determine a consistent flow, we need 

to look at the flow trends over  several years.Ted said that with the ultrasonic that has been put in on Hart 

Drive, the data is showing about 6,000 gallons and Torrington Rd has top off at 17,000 gpd. Debate was 

had on how much to reserve, but C. Bratina said they need to do more research. 

 

7. Plant Equipment Decisions 

 

    a) Comminutor: Ted said the comminutor has been ordered, and the representative from Franklin Miller 

needs to come back to confirm the frame design. We should see it in about a month.  

 

    b) Plant Water Pumps: Ted reported on Tiger Flow’s itemized proposal.  Steve Roach from Westcor 

and Fran from West State recommend going with the VFD’s based on the heat pumps flow requirements 

and minimal additional costs. Going with a constant pressure relay the pump would be going on and off 

more often. The quote for the VFD is $14,702 with Fran’s quote (West State) for install and removal, 

including electrical, of $15,620, for a total of $30,323, which is lower than going with original proposal, 

which was over $63,000. Ted talked to Steve Roach and Tiger Flow is not proprietary anymore; it is open 

source. They will not need special software to change the programming. Ted will get the drawings to show 

the electrician. C. Bratina thought the installation cost seemed high. Motion: C. Bratina moved to approve 

the purchase of the Tiger Flow system with VFD’s per their proposal at $14,702.00, with funds to come 

from Capital Nonrecurring Fund. J. Koser seconded. C. Bratina suggested Ted negotiate the installation 

cost, prior to the next meeting. Upon voting, all voted aye and the motion carried. The second anoxic mixer 

is in and should be operational within a couple weeks. They still need someone to diagnose the problem 

with the VFD tripping out.  

 

    d) Odor Control: D. Wilson would like to sell our carbon canisters to Arethusa who has bought the 

building next to Mitchell Volvo in Torrington. C. Bratina said a new carbon canister and fan would cost 

about $1,000. D. Wilson would like to make a deal with Tom Breakell to sell the canister. 

 

    e) Push Camera:  Raz said the Capital Committee said no to his request, but he put his share of the 

camera, $5,000, into his operating budget. Ted did look at other cameras but would prefer a new camera at 

about $11,000 and thought it would pay for itself. Raz said he needs it badly in the spring. C. Bratina said 

this is a minor cost considering all the money spent on I&I so far. The cost to the WPCA would be about 

$7,000, with Raz’s portion of $5,000. Motion: D. Geiger moved that the WPCA spend up to $12,000 from 

Capital Nonrecurring to spec out and purchase a video system for a push camera with a locator. J. Koser 

seconded, all voted aye and the motion carried. 

 

    f) Confined Space Equipment: Ted said the hand crank broke in the confined space system. He got 

quotes for the hand crank that has two pulleys. He will get more information, as they should have it for the 

spring.  

 

8. Safety:  Hearing tests were conducted for a baseline last month and well as hearing protection training. 

One employee got a minor bump on his head, when the manlift tripod crank failed, and fell over onto the 
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employee, and an incident report was filed. There was no lost time. Raz is targeting fork lift training and 

will pay for Jim to attend. He is also working on electrical training for our staff. 

 

9.  Commissioner’s Requests: None 

 

10. Public Works / Treatment Plant Report  

 

a) Easements: No report 

 

b) Operational  

Ted reported permit compliance has been maintained, and routine operations and maintenance work 

continues. The average daily flow for December was 897,000 gallons, and the total flow was 27.820 

MG. They removed 39,000 gallons of sludge in December. BOD removal was 99% and TSS was 98%. 

The monthly average for total nitrogen lbs. /day was 5.2 mg/L, or 32 lbs. /day. The 2018 annual average 

for total nitrogen lbs/day was 22 lbs./day. Our limit is 24 lbs./day and we will anticipate a rebate of  

around $678 in sell nitrogen credits. 

 

Incidents acted on include: 

 

 On 12/3/18 Jim. Ted and American Rooter responded to a blockage in the municipal lot. It 

resulted from excessive sediment entering the sewer line from corroded cast iron pipe from 

the Village Restaurant.  

 On 12/4/18 Flygt delivered the first of two new anoxic mixers. They need to create a bypass 

for the thermistor KSB used in their panel.  

 On 12/4/18 American Rooter CCTV’d a line that was blocked and found no major issues 

with the VCP.  

 On 12/11/18 a USAHotJet rep provided training on the new trailer jetter. NW Septic also 

pumped out a wet well as Well’s Run.  

 On 12/18/18 all four employees went to St. Francis Occupational Health for hearing tests.  

 On 12/20/18 an employee was struck on the head by a tripod of the confined space system, 

and a report was filed. He was fine with just a small bump. All employees attended OSHA 

hearing protection training at Public Works. 

 On 12/21/18 they reported an effluent non-compliance event for exceeding daily maximum 

for total suspended solids, TSS. This was caused by a rain event of 3.5 inches. 

 On 12/26/18 American Rooter pumped all of the grit, FOG and floatables from the 

Northfield pump station wet well. 

  

c)  Septic: They processed 96,950 gallons of septage in December, a 73% increase over last December. 

Year to date shows a 23% increase over last year.  

 

d)  Equipment: No report 

 

e)  Collection System: Ted explained the data sheet showing work performed with the jetter and root 

removal. C. Bratina suggested adding a column for footage jetted and CCTV’ed and the percentage of 

the total system in order to have it for the annual report. Raz asked for the columns to be formatted to 

the left instead of middle. 

 

11. Financial Report: Ted reporting doing very well at the mid-year point.  

 

12. Old Business 
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      a) UV or Chlorine Disinfection: Ted said he is working on a cost analysis of chlorine vs UV. Pricing 

he got last year was $89,000 for the Glasgow unit and $82,000 for the Suez unit. The controls panel and 

power supply would be updated. Using 40 bulbs for each unit, it would cost $4,400 for electricity and 

preventative maintenance. Using chlorine, it would cost $.80/gal for chlorine and they would need to buy 

a minimum of 3,000 gallons. Sodium Bisulfate would be $1.56 per gallon, requiring the same minimum 

order the cost would not be cheap using 30-60 lbs. /day. Bulbs would costs were $50 ea. for the Glasco unit 

and $26 ea. for the Suez unit, and are changed typically every 13,000 running hours. They would also need 

a temperature-controlled building in which to store the chlorine and sodium bisulfate. D. Wilson said the 

Facilities Plan, Appendix B, Disinfection Study, shows the cost of UV at about $8,000/yr. vs all other 

methods at $30,000/yr. Ted will scan that and send it to all. C. Bratina asked for electrical issues to be put 

under Old Business. 

 

Raz reported GIS is going live in early February, and he can get training. 

 

Ted then explained the sludge incident last week. They pumped 14% solids last week. After hooking up the 

truck, the sludge piping on the outside of the building contained frozen sludge and blew out sludge where 

the hose connects to the flange, when they started the pump, on the FST pump in the basement. Neither the 

hose or pump were damaged, but sludge was sprayed out into the basement. It was quite the mess to clean 

up as Ted and Jim had to wear PPE, Tyvek suits and respirators. They discussed ways to reduce the 

accumulation of thicker than normal sludge in the FST tank. Ted also said they may want to pump down 

the FST tank in the spring and have it inspected.  

 

13.  Adjournment: Motion: D. Geiger moved to adjourn at 9:12 p.m. and C. Bratina seconded. All voted 

aye and the motion carried.  

 

 

 

Ann D. Combs, Recording Secretary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


